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******Incest--our society's most un
reported, unprosecuted, unpun
ished crime--creates a Catch 22 
situation. 

DALLAS--Three Dallas health specialists--a physician, an attorney and a psychologist--

agree that the victim of incest is caught in a legal Catch ~ situation that keeps him or 

her from receiving help. 

*If the child reports the incest, then the child could lose a 

parent (most often a father or step-father)and the family 

could lose the breadwinner and be shamed within their commu-

nity. 

*If the child does not report the incest, the situation may 

continue, brothers and sisters may face the same problem and 

the family as a whole cannot receive help. 

Drs. Johann Duenhoelter, Carla Dowben and Richard Graves further agree that the prob
lem is more prevalent in our society than even many professionals realize. /Ju. 1 ~ p lv"'J 1 ~ .. ---1 
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to prove, are impossible to come by. However, the Department of Human Resources (welfare) 

in Dallas County has an active average case load of 200 children and adolescents who are 

victims of incest at any one time. (National statistics are even more difficult to pinpoint 

because states use different reporting systems.) 

Also, a multiplicity of legal confusions about incest abound because the legal defini

tion under criminal law varies from state to state. These include the degree of relationship 

required to constitute a criminal action and the kind of physical contact necessary to bring 
charges. 

In Texas there are a m.unber of charges under the heading "offenses against the family." 

- cest is one. Since the legal definition in the state is limited to sexual intercourse or 

the legal definition of "deviate" sexual intercourse, many cases must be prosecuted on in

decency, sexual abuse or molestation charges. This happens when actual intercourse cannot 

be proved or there has been other sexual contact which does not meet Texas' legal definition 

for incest. Rape charges may be sometimes filed in hope of stiffer penalties or because rape 

may be easier to prove because of more enlightened attitudes toward the victim's testimony, 
but this is rare. 

Furthermore, Dowben, an attorney who has a faculty appointment in obstetrics and gyne

cology, believes that attitudes toward incest are the single main deterrent to doing some

thing about the problem. "People just don't want to admit that it exists," she says. An 

example is the recent Dallas jury in a child-rape case (step-father and daughter) which had 

five members who said they "didn't believe such things happen," according to one of the oth
er incredulous jurors. 

--more--



fir~t add incest 

The legal expert also believes that men--including policemen, district attorneys, 

judges and jurors involved in incest cases--have a particularly difficult time confront

ing the problem. It's easier to ignore or say the child "made up the story" than to work 
toward a solution, which at best is not easy to find. Many times this avoidance takes the 

form of discouraging the mother from filing charges or making it hard for the child to 
testify. 

One former district attorney said he feels the reluctance to prosecute is often a 

reluctance to try to solve what is essentially a social problem by legal means. '~en in 

the legal profession want answers that work," he says. ''That's the way we're trained-

and with incest there are no good answers . '' 
Dallas has a special unit of six social workers who deal only with sexual abuse prob

lems, including incest. Workers there report that the mean age of the victim is 11 although 

it ranges from 22 months to 18. Ninety-five percent are female. The highest incidence (50 

percent) of reported incest involves natural father and daughter. Most of the remaining SO 

percent involves daughter and step-father, daughter and mother's common-law consort and 

daughter and grandfather. A few cases involve mother and son, are between older brothers 

i sisters or are homosexual in nature. The biggest problem remains the father figure and 

female victim. 

Duenhoelter, former associate professor of obstetrics and gynecology, says a mother or 

relative who has been suspicious often brings the child to the hospital for examination. 

"They come to the emergency room sometimes because the child has been hurt. And sometimes 

the child is brought in because they suspect an infection--sometimes that infection turns 

out to be venereal disease." 
The physician says it's 

will talk about the problem. 
difficult to separate incest from other seA~l abuse if no one 

Duenhoelter says he has no idea how many of the 800-1,000 as-

sault victims seen in the emergency room a year are also incest cases. 

"I' 11 tell you this, though," he says, "It's much more than people realize. I'm sure 

of it because a number of my private patients have confided to me that as children they had 

sexual experiences with their fathers. They all feel that they are the only ones who have 

had this experience, these feelings. It's even more complicated because frequently they 
love their fathers very much." 

Graves, a psychologist and assistant professor of pediatrics, has been working with 

disturbed families through The University of Texas Health Science Center's Children and 

~h Project for three years. 
~ 

Sometimes, he says, girls tell their mothers about incidents,then the mother calls the 

police. Or a relative may intervene. If the police or the welfare department are involved, 

an investigation may follow. 

"If the father is taken to jail, the mother is forced to choose up sides. She'll lose 
her daughter if she doesn't believe her. If she does, she'll lose her husband--and the eco

nomic support of the family if he goes to jail." 

But most of the time the man isn't convicted, says Dowben. Incest is very difficult 

to prove in most states. Texas is one. In most cases tried in Texas, it takes much more 

evidence than the testimony of the victim in order to convict. In fact, a 1941 court ruling 

almost places the victim in the category of an accomplice. 

And if the father isn't sent to jail--what then? 

--more--



second add incest 

"The girl may be removed from the home for her own protection," says Graves. "And 

the girl, who is feeling embarrassment, shame, guilt for both accusing the father and for 

what has happened is being removed from her family--at a time when she needs the people 

closest to her the most." If there are other daughters, removing the victimized girl may 
simply endanger them. Also, the family often ends up blaming the victim for causing the 
trouble, giving her more pain and guilt. 

"This is one of the most explosive situations a family can be in," the psychologist 

stresses. "It has to be. And it has to become public so society can do something about it." 

That "something," the psychologist believes, is intense cotmseling for the whole family, 

either on a voltmtary basis or under orders of the court. 

This kind of situation, Graves points out, does not arise in a family that is not dis

turbed. The whole atmosphere within a family where incest exists is one of conflict and frus

tration. There is a lack of closeness between husband and wife, as well as conflict between 

the two. The couple's sex life is poor or non-existent. Perhaps the mother has been ill. 
Heavy drinking on the part of the father is usually connected with the incestuous episode(s). 

And these problems, along with the sometimes-resulting incestuous relationships, are present 

families in every strata of society, not just among the poor, as people sometimes think. 

Incest is also a problem in the affluent areas of town. Only instead of facing public 
exposure and a possible jail term, Dowben says the wife usually handles it by threatening 

that "I'm going to leave you if you don't get professional help." 

"This is a bad thing, too," Graves says. "This is just another version of 'pick on the 

person who'se done the dastardly deed.' This problem is really the product of a disrupted 

family. The man turns to the daughter for, first of all, affection; then, a sexual relation

ship. And the woman has to share part of the blame because of the breakdown of the relation
ship." 

Also, Graves says, it's easier for the man to admit the problem if it's presented in 

terms of family dynamics. "He's on the defensive, and seeing it as a family problem will 
help him to open up." 

The victim herself needs help with her guilt. But she "needs (also) to be put back with 

the children," he explains. Many times with an adolescent, the girl has been assuming the role 

of the wife in the family. In fact, it is important that the kind of mother whom Dowben calls 

the "see-no-evil, hear-no-evil, speak-no-evil mother," recognize her responsibility in "setting 

up" and ignoring the situation. 

Dowben also believes that treatment is needed for the victim, the family and the "offend

er," a legal term Graves shies away from. In order for this to happen, she believes the legal 

force is required to ensure that treatment is received by both parents and continued over a 

long period of time by all the parties involved. 

The attorney reported on "The Legal Tolerance of Incest" earlier this year at a national 
meeting sponsored by the National Institute of Child Abuse, the state of Illinois and the Uni

versity of Illinois. Her paper stressed that not only is prosecution extremely difficult and 
conviction rare, but punishment is futile. The victim is not helped and futher occurrences of 

the incest, either to the child or other brothers and sisters, is not prevented. 

Dowben's paper, along with those of other professionals and former victims participating 
in the invitational meeting, will be published by the institute in the fall of 1979. 
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